I. INTRODUCTION
It is weli-known that .Bethe's original calculation of the Lamb shift,!/ which introduces a photon energy cutoff at the electron mass,
gives surprisingly close agreement with the exper~ental value. Without the cutoff, Bethe's result would be logarithmically divergent. In additiQn to being non-relativistic, Bethe's calculation neglects r~tarda~ tion in the photon emission and absorption, an approximation which has been argued to be accurate.!/ While a correct treatment of electromagnetic radiative correction must be based on a relativistic forinalism, it is interesting to note that finite value for the Lamb shift can be obtained from a non-relativistic calculation without an ultraviolet photon cutoff, but including all multipole interactions.lf, In such a calculation, there exist ambiguities in the c~rrect mass renormalization counter term, which can only be properly treated by considering the nonrelativistic model.as a suitable limit of a relativistic theory, where such ambiguities are absent. However, the ambiguities do not affect the convergence .. of the result. I~ this paper, we carry out a non-relativistic calculation including retardation, and show how and why it leads to a finU:e Lamb shift. __, Our technique involves the relation betw~en energ·y shift and a part of the forward Compton scattering amplitude, a relation known in particle physics .!t/ In the present case, the crosse.d forward scattering amplitude can be calculated exactly,and the necessary integral over photon momentum can easily be carried out numerically. In Section II of the paper, we present and derive the relevant formula for energy shift and the Campton ..._ _____ amplitude. In Section III, we discuss the reason for the convergence of the Lamb shift, the renormalization prescription, and the ambiguities -4thereof. In Section IV, we' give some numerical results for hydrogen.
These results are not especially useful for hydrogen, where very accurate results from a relativistic theory including retardation 4~ available. However, our technique may be more useful for hydrogenic ions of high z, where retardation corrections may be substantial,·and ~ there are not equally accurate calculations available.
In this section, we derive the relation between the self-energy
""
shift and the on-shell Compton amplitude.
shift is well-known to be given by~
and e e T is the forward Compton scattering amplitude for the scatter-.
ing of a virtual photon with three-momentum k and energ:' k 0 , and polarization iH t -iH t vector e from an atom in state n. Using j (t) = e Ambiguities that exist in the mass renormalization counter-term in nonrelativistic calculations are discussed in Section III.
In the non-relativistic limit, g j j in {II-5) is replaced by
pi j, w ~c JUS comes rom e ~nteract~on -·; .1: •"" ta en to 'second order. However, it is also relativistic interaction Hamiltonian, term gives rise to the process in Fig. well-known that in the non-2 2 there is also the e ~ term. This 2A2 4, whose matrix element (nje 2 m /n) is independent of the wave function of the particle. This graph is present in both cases of bound and free electrons. The net result is that it does not contribute to.the energy shift after mass renormalization. Thus in subsequent discussions, we shall .ignore this term. Also, to bring out the dependence on the state in question, we shall write W in place of fl./f. in Eq. (II-5), and we have · n w = n where A is the polarization mode, w = lkl is the on-shell photon energy, and "h is the forward Compton scattering amplitude in the given state n.
'!!! ·can be written as
where the dipole approximation is not used. 1
coulomb Green;'•s function; it can be written, in the momentum representa- where a = Bohr radius The energy variable is contained exclusively in the factorc T and,"· X. The k 2 terms come strictly from the higher multipoles. We therefore recover·the dipole form of the scattering amplitude by putting k 2 equal to zero. However, by.retaining the k 2 term, we see that the integrand c;
in (II-~) is now less divergent, in fact, only logarithmically divergent. More interesting is that the 2s and 2p state have the same logarithmic divergence. We. shall see in the next section that by indluding retardation,, the leading,qivergence in the mass renormalization ·counter-term has identical logarithmic pehavior.
. . On the other hand, in the model we have been using, in which the electron is treated non-relativisti cally and the photon relativisticall y, the dressed propagator depends both on the energy E and 3-momentum squared p 2 of the particle. Therefore, even WhEfn the particle is put on the mas$ shell (E = p 2 /2m),. the propagator retains a.complicated dependence on p.
As a result, it is impossible by a simple mass·renormali zation, to make the propagator of a dressed particle agree with that of a bare particle, for all momenta on the mass-shell. is now clearly finite because the asymptotic form of the terms with ·~ is equal but with opposite ~ign to the 8m term.
Another consequence of these co~siderations is that if we are interested only in· the energy difference of the 2s and 2p states, it . I is unnecessary• to perform any mass renormalization, because this will cancel between the two states anyWay. This is also true in the absence of retardation, but then the energy difference is still logarithmically divergent, while here .it is finite.
If we instead adopt the prescription of adding a momentum dependdnt contribution to the Hamiltonian in order to make 6E = 0 for a free -14particle, we still obtain a finite result for Wren, but this result n differs somewhat from the result with the simple mass renormalization.
The details are given in Appendix A.
Numerical results are given in the next section.
IV. NUMERICAL -RESULTS
h 1 1 f W ren d [Wren_ In t is section, .we pr_esent numerica resu ts or an · 2s -2s --·ren · ,w 2 . l, where in the latter case, the mass renormalization terms c·ancel pbecause of the virial theorem as shown in Section III. In order to illustrate the effect of the inclusion of retardation, we give in Table   I the value of the integrand in w~:n-w~:n (apart from constant factors) as a futlction of k,~as well as the would be value. df w~:n -w~:n in MHz, had there been an ultraviolet photon cutoff at k, under the column "Lamb shift," for both cases with and without retardation. The numerical integration is done by trapezoidal rule up to a cutoff about_ ten times the electron mass. The contribution _from frequencies higher than ·2 this is estimated by assuming that the integrand scales simply as l;k • ~he table illustrates _w~ere retardation becomes significant _and where contribution to the energy shift is maxDnum, facts which help explain why Bethe's answer is. so surprisingly close to the actual value, as will be discussed in the conclusion of this paper.
We note that with a cutoff at the electron mass_, we do obtain in our non-·retarded _calculation W~:n = 1056.7 MHz, and w~:n -W~:n = 1053.9
MHz, which is in close agreement with Bethe's. In the retarded calculation, we obtain In the Appendix, we discuss an alternative approach to treat the mass \.
renormalization term~ There we -obtain Apart from whatever light our calculation may shed on this point, we wish to emphasize that retardation effects evidently play a sizable role in the numerical value of the Lamb shift even in hydrogen, and would contribute much more significantly in heavy hydrogenic ions, 2 where Za "' (Za) "' 1. I .
f .
1 . . h . 12/ n v~ew o experu;nenta ~nterest ~n sue ~ons ,it would appear worthwhile to examine the contribution of retardation effects there in details. Of course, this must be done within a 2 2 relativistic theory, since (v/c) "' (Za) also. It may, however, be feasible to use the technique of the Coulomb Green's function in that case also,~ or at least to carry out the lbw frequency part of the calculation in that way. We hope to return to that question elsewhere. As discussed in Section III, a second alternative for the mass renormalization counter term is momentum dependent and makes (lE.= 0 for a free particle. In such cases, the counter-term w·ould.be given by in such an approach.
( ... ing to the Feynman contour.
The k 0 contour for f~rst integrand in (II-4).
The k 0 contour for second integrand in (II-4).
2
Feynman diagram for process arising from the ~ term in the Fig. 4 
